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1

Dr Constantino 

Carlos Reyes-

Aldasoro

Department of 

Electrical and 

Electronic Engineering SMCSE

One cancerous cell Cancer cells are widely studied as a better understanding of their nature can help design more effective treatments. One way to study cancerous cells is to observe them 

with Electron Microscopes which produce very high resolution images. In addition, it is possible to slice the cells and thus observe not just one slice but a volume, which makes things 

more complicated, as there is even more data! Automatic image analysis algorithms allow the processing of images; in this case, the identification of cellular structures. For this image, 

300 images of 2000 x 2000 pixels were processed and the nuclear envelope was automatically delineated. The image shows the 3D reconstruction of the nucleus as a blue surface and 

three sections of the Electron Microscope images. Using algorithms that can accelerate the rate at which, not only cancer cells, but also healthy or virus infected cells are studied and 

understood. 

2 Dr Jane Chudleigh SHS

Footprints in the Sand  The ReSPoND study is an NIHR HS&DR funded study about communication of positive newborn bloodspot screening (NBS) results to families. NBS seeks to 

prevent ill health, disability and death of babies and children through early diagnosis and effective intervention. NBS involves obtaining parents’ informed consent to take a small 

sample of blood from their baby’s heel (heel prick) on day 5 of life to determine if the baby may be affected by one of nine life changing conditions currently screened for.

The image depicts how precious our children are and reminds us that something which is viewed as being routine and incredibly simple to perform (the heel prick test) has the 

potential to change lives and memories for ever. It also expresses how we can change this process to reduce as much as possible, any negative impact on families and make happy 

memories that can grow. 

3 Dr Giovanni Ometto SHS

Shining a light on Uveitis     Uveitis is an inflammatory disease of the eye, and a leading cause of blindness in working-age adults. This disease makes the fluid 

inside the eye cloudy. Current measures of the disease are based on subjective judgment, which is unreliable. The aim of my research is to develop an automatic and 

objective measurement of this cloudiness based on a widely available technology called Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT). OCT produces images of the back of 

the eye by shining light through the pupil. At the Crabb Lab (@crabblab), I have developed an algorithm that identifies the fluid in these images and calculates a 

measurement of the particles suspended in it.  The algorithm is currently being tested and will hopefully improve care for patients affected by this devastating disease.

4

Dr Pete Jones 

The Crabb lab, 

Division of Optometry 

and Visual Sciences SHS

Seeing the world through someone else’s eyes Most people have a pretty good idea of what it is like to be short- or long-sighted. However, eye-diseases that affect the back of the 

eye, such as glaucoma or AMD, are often poorly understood. In those cases, light is focused correctly on the retina, but is not encoded properly by the brain. It is hard to imagine 

how that effects our vision. To make matters worse, the depictions you see if you search online are often wildly inaccurate. To address this problem, we have developed a platform 

to simulate various aspects of eye-disease, using virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR). We hope to use this platform as an educational aid, and as a tool for evaluating the 

accessibility of products and environments. To find out more, visit the Crabblab homepage (http://www.staff.city.ac.uk/crabblab ), or contact us on social media (@crabblab).
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5 Gill Harrison SHS

Teaching ultrasound ergonomics using an ergometer 

Work related musculoskeletal disorders (WRMSD) are common amongst sonographers. To try and reduce the risk of students acquiring WRMSD during their career, 

the team have started to investigate the use of technology to assist in the teaching ergonomics. Initially an ergometer was purchased to demonstrate how muscles 

reacted to changes in movements of the arm, hand and wrist whilst scanning. More recently a dynamometer was purchased to measure grip strength and review the 

matched grip strength when holding an ultrasound transducer. Two small studies have been undertaken to review whether teaching using the ergometer can influence 

transducer grip pressure. Both have shown that experienced sonographers and students have reduced their grip on the transducer and relaxed the muscles after 

teaching using the ergometer to provide audible feedback on muscle strain.

6 Helena Curran

Professional 

Doctorate in 

Counselling 

Psychology SASS

‘Nobody told me’:    A qualitative study on the construction of childbirth in postnatal women          There is an emerging discourse that childbirth is both everywhere and 

nowhere, plastered over social media yet couched in a conspiracy of silence, constructed in ‘non woman-oriented’ terms –both within the dominant institutional, expert 

discourses, and, also within women’s naturally-occurring talk. 

This study, integrating Critical Discourse Analysis with a visual Instagram-based Discourse Analysis, seeks to illuminate this, offering an emancipatory means with which 

women might re-position themselves in relation to childbirth, and I suggest, experience an alternative postnatal subjectivity.

This image was taken in a hospital’s Antenatal ward. It conveys a sparseness and passivity in terms of the practice and so female experience of childbirth. The curtain is a 

powerful symbol of what cannot be seen. The pool of light and the curtain’s swinging momentum, however, represents this research’s intention - to expose constraining 

discourses and allow for a female subjective 

7 Dr Tullis Rennie SASS

Walls on Walls    My research in Music is focused on composition. Through Walls On Walls, I investigate participative

processes through the collaborative composition of sound and audio-visual media. This interdisciplinary

work intersects composition and documentation, between creative arts and ethnographic research.

Walls On Walls facilitates the co-creation of site-specific audio-visual artworks across housing estates

and public space in London. Each work is created through collaboration with residents and local

participants. The works constitute a visual artwork painted directly onto a wall, and a composed sound

piece available for streaming online. The photo depicts one participant in front of a newly-completed

work.

Walls On Walls produces multi-authored artworks,. Within the compositions, sound is understood to

articulate the wider socio-political contexts from which it emanates. Location recordings and audio

interviews become ways to listen to local issues. Composition

8 Georgia Chatzitheodorou, 

Research Student, 

Prof. Doctorate in 

Counselling 

Psychology SASS

Expressive writing and gender differences: How males and females express themselves? In 1986, researchers James Pennebaker and Sandra Beall developed what 

is now known as Expressive Writing which involved writing deep thoughts and feelings about something traumatic for fifteen minutes over three to five consecutive 

days. The act of writing takes place freely with no worries about syntax, grammar or spelling errors. There is no need for complicated materials, just a pen or a pencil, 

a piece of paper. and, a comfortable place. Researchers suggest that Expressive Writing brings to light hidden thoughts and feelings and helps people to understand 

and change how they think, react and behave, increasing their overall well-being. My doctoral thesis examines how males and females express themselves through 

an Expressive Writing task. 

9 Marco Bastos SASS

The Brexit Botnet The image shows the interaction on Twitter between bots and real users during the U.K. E.U. membership referendum. Bots or automated accounts are often used 

as sockpuppets, which are false online identities used to voice opinions and manipulate public opinion while pretending to be another person. The hub and spoke formations shown 

in the network result from the large volume of retweets triggered by bots, which are effective at rapidly generating cascades.

10

Dr Matt Barnes , 

Profesor Jason Dykes, 

Dr Sally Stares  

 School of Arts and 

Social Sciences (SASS) 

& SMCSE SASS

Poverty in Perspective: Scotland – A poverty typology for low income households in Scotland This research, for the Scottish Government, sought to identify different 

experiences of poverty amongst low-income households in Scotland using analysis of data from a large-scale social survey. The research used Latent Class Analysis, 

a data segmentation technique, to uncover thirteen types of poverty spread across three pre-determined life stages: families with children, working age without 

children, and older age. 
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11 Dr Brenda Todd

Department of 

Psychology SASS

In the eye of the holder Faces are so special to humans that just three dots arranged as a face can change behaviour - an effect already present in childhood. Children held a plain 

sack randomly in either arm, but adding a ‘three-dot-face’ resulted in a preference to hold in the left arm, mirroring the left-cradling bias shown by mothers holding babies. Left-

cradling places the baby’s face in the mother’s left visual field (LVF). The LVF is directly connected to the brain’s right hemisphere, which is specialised for processing social-

emotional information. Studies show this effect is not related to handedness. A left bias was also seen when children held a human ‘baby’ doll but, interestingly, not an ‘orangutan’ 

doll.  Children who held the ‘baby’ doll in their left arm scored higher on social ability tests, compared with right holders, indicating that the left-cradling bias is an evolutionarily old 

trait supporting infant wellbeing and social development. 

12 Dr Dan Mercea

Department of 

Sociology SASS

The Political Information to Protest: An Analysis of Public Facebook Communication in Contentious Politics 

The image depicts the network of commenters on public Facebook event pages set up in four university centres in the course of the largest post-1989 political protests in Romania, 

in 2017. Previous research showed that Facebook commenters can play a pivotal role in shaping the political discourse that galvanizes a social movement. The image reveals how, 

over the span of three months, commenters on the event pages clustered into subgroups that encumbered the flow of information in the network. Instead of amounting to a ‘small 

world’ of highly clustered but closely neighbouring subgroups who can readily diffuse information, the Facebook commenters were both more removed and less clustered than 

randomly generated models predicted. This is an important finding because it challenges assumptions regarding the instrumental role of Facebook specifically (the most widely used 

social platform in the country) and social media, more widely, in the development of contemporary protest movements.

13 Ali, Abrar

School of 

Mathematics , SMCSE

The action of buoyant magnetic structures inside the Sun

Our current research focuses on the formation of coherent magnetic structures deep within the solar interior that is responsible for fuelling extreme features on the Sun's surface, 

and can affect the earth and all satellites in drastic ways. The solar tachocline region, within the solar interior, is regarded as the seat of intense radial shear and is believed to play a 

vital role in the generation of the solar magnetic field. Yet in order to produce strong structured magnetic features, as displayed on the solar photospheric layer, magnetic fields 

must pass through the distortion and shredding of the turbulent convection zone. The displayed image highlights the evolution of buoyant magnetic tubes as they interact with the 

overlying turbulent convective motion, using an idealised three-dimensional compressible magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model.

14 Swetha S. Bobba SMCSE

An optically transparent growing Embryo in a Zebrafish egg The image of a 24hr grown embryo in a Zebrafish is taken under an optical microscope to study the characteristics of 

various Cancer growths. This is because the Zebrafish shares most of its organs with the mammalian counterparts.

15 Dr Enrico Bonadio The City Law School Law

“Set Us Free and Give Us Copyright!” - Street Artists and Graffiti Writers Understand the Importance of Protecting their Creativity This picture shows a street artwork spray-painted 

in December 2016 by the New York based artist Damien Mitchell, whom I interviewed in Brooklyn in November 2016 in the context of my legal and ethnographic research on 

copyright protection of street art and graffiti.

16

Professor Christoph 

Bruecker

Department of 

Mechanical 

Engineering & 

Aeronautics SMCSE

Fluid transport induced by artificial cilia Fluid transport induced by artificial cilia beating in coordinated patterns (the cilia are located at the bottom of the image). The white lines 

show the superposition of images taken from particles in the flow which are illuminated with a strobe light and their motion is recorded with long-term exposure.  The artistic loops 

indicate the mixing and transport which is observed in a similar way along the lung airways which are lined with cilia.
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17 Devane, Niamh SMCSE

Me and my avatar: EVA Park EVA Park is a multi-user online virtual world that gives people with aphasia unique opportunities to practise their speech and establish social 

connections. It was created at City, University of London, via a process of co-design where people with aphasia collaborated with researchers in human computer interaction and 

speech and language therapy.

18 Ms Danai Dima

Division of Language 

& Communication 

Science SASS

The swirling brain When we are alive our brain never stops working, never stops functioning. It swirls in multiple directions never ending. However when we perceive a human face 

specific brain areas swirl together in sync, as in the picture shown here. I have described the functional brain network, using functional magnetic resonance imaging of how healthy 

individuals and bipolar disorder patients perceive emotional faces. My results suggest that emotional facial information is conveyed to the frontal parts of the brain along multiple 

parallel pathways and that amygdala (the integrative center for emotion in the brain) activity is not sufficient to account for the gating of emotional information transfer to the 

frontal part. In addition, the association of hyper-connectivity within the emotional facial processing network with resilience to bipolar disorder suggests that the brain of first-

degree relatives of bipolar disorder patients that show no psychiatric symptoms demonstrate adaptive brain plasticity that allows for compensatory changes. 

19 Ramiro Joly-Mascheroni

Psychology 

Department SASS

The smell and beauty of nature. 

I represent MONA UK which is the UK branch of The Mona Foundation which provides sanctuary for rescued chimpanzees, and other primates, where they can live out their lives in 

the most natural environment possible. The primates in our care have all been rescued from abusive or unsuitable situations. Many from the pet trade or entertainment industries 

where they are likely to have lived through extremely traumatic events like seeing their family killed or suffering physical abuse. MONA aims to rehabilitate these animals, and as 

they cannot be returned to the wild, provide them with lifetime care and support. As part of my PhD I conducted three studies exploring several behavioural and physiological 

measurements of the differences and similarities between human and chimpanzee brain activity.

20 Ramiro Joly-Mascheroni SASS

Beauty and the Beast I represent MONA UK which is the UK branch of The Mona Foundation The chimpanzees and macaques living in MONA are animals that have been confiscated 

from their abusive and illegal settings and have had a very difficult or even cruel past. Many of them were used in show business. Sometimes, human families attempt to raise these 

primates in their homes like children. However, when they reach adolescents, they become uncontrollable and are locked into small cages. These primates have been separated 

from their mothers too early and don’t have the opportunity to establish social bonds with their peers. They have a hard time understanding what they really are: wild animals or 

humans. As part of my PhD research, I conducted three studies at Mona in Girona, Catalunya Spain, exploring several behavioural and physiological measurements of the 

differences and similarities between human and chimpanzee brain activity.

21

Joly-Mascheroni, 

Romiro

Psychology 

Department SASS

You are tiny but pretty.

I represent MONA UK which is the UK branch of The Mona Foundation which provides sanctuary for rescued chimpanzees, and other primates, where they can live out their lives in 

the most natural environment possible. The primates in our care have all been rescued from abusive or unsuitable situations. Many from the pet trade or entertainment industries 

where they are likely to have lived through extremely traumatic events like seeing their family killed or suffering physical abuse. MONA aims to rehabilitate these animals, and as 

they cannot be returned to the wild, provide them with lifetime care and support. As part of my PhD I conducted three studies exploring several behavioural and physiological 

measurements of the differences and similarities between human and chimpanzee brain activity.

22

Joly-Mascheroni, 

Romiro

Psychology 

Department SASS

The healing power of a twin brother’s cuddling. Eric and Victor are two prematurely born babies in the Intensive Care Unit in which we are conducting crucial research, developing 

visual assessment tools and gaze training. The twins were cared for in individual incubators and one was improving more than the other and could have been discharged. However, 

in order to incentivize their social development, they were placed together for short periods of time, and they couldn’t stop comforting each other, with hugs and cuddles mostly 

from the healthier to the more vulnerable brother. 

4
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23 Ramiro Joly-Mascheroni

Psychology 

Department SASS

Hug me, please! In neonatal units, along with sensorimotor and neurological training, time in the incubator during their first periods of extrauterine life is considered of utmost 

importance. These first months, when babies rely completely on the incubator to survive, are also a vital opportunity to achieve significant rehabilitation of their underdeveloped 

visual system. At present, early interventions in neonatal units consist of visually exposing and training eye-gaze using two-dimensional emoticon type pictures and objects. Babies 

follow and prefer human faces to objects, and they recognise their mother’s voice and facial expressions even when they are born extremely early. Unfortunately, immunological 

risks and other issues often prevent parents from spending invaluable time in the tiny babies’ sensorineural and emotional development.  Our research provides a tool to improve 

the ‘parental social’ contact.

24

Joly-Mascheroni, 

Romiro

Psychology 

Department SASS

Soft mums for premature babies. Mum’s face, heartbeat and lullabies. One in 20 prematurely born babies is likely to be born blind or with severe loss of vision. In neonatal units, 

along with sensorimotor and neurological training, time in the incubator during their first periods of extrauterine life is considered of utmost importance. We have developed ‘a 

pacifier system’ instead of a 2D version of the stimuli used to assess the babies’ visual development. By producing a silicone cast as a 3D replica of Mum’s face, we help soothe 

premature babies, giving greater contact with social stimuli that evoke comfort and simultaneously train their visual gaze. The pacifier produces facial expressions of pleasure, such 

as smiles and laughter, and emits a soothing sound such as mum’s heartbeat and a recorded lullaby. We are now working on the reproduction of the smells of Mum and Dad.

25 Ramiro Joly-Mascheroni

Psychology 

Department SASS

Blind person aided by Robotics and Artificial Intelligence. Tools for emotion recognition and facial expression portrayal in blind individuals combined state of the art technology, 

Robotics, and Artificial Intelligence, with research, developed in our laboratory (Cognitive Neuroscience Research Unit, Psychology Department).

The ability to interpret and express emotions are very important for Social interaction. Blind individuals often have difficulties in portraying and/or interpreting other peoples’ facial 

expressions. Given the lack of visual feedback, their emotion recognition and facial expression is often affected. This represents a problem for over two million people in the UK, 

who live with sight loss. A Robotic facial reproduction of a blind person emulates the expressions produced by the user through Electromyography. Employing algorithms that 

translate facial muscle activity into sound, the blind user hears the expression they are portraying while he/she can simultaneously touch his/her own expression portrayed in their 

own robotic face.   

26 Professor Gary Morgan

Division of Language 

& Communication 

Science SHS

Deaf children’s development of Executive Functions This is a picture of a participant doing a pencil and paper assessment of her executive functions (cognitive control). The child has 

a cochlear implant, which is giving her increased access to sound. The person in the background is a post-doctoral researcher observing strategies used by the child. This research is 

helping us close the educational gap between children with hearing difficulties and their peers

27

Dimitris 

Paraskevopoulos CASS

Location and Districting of Urban Distributed Service Networks on Street Graphs This image shows the location of service stations on street segments of an urban network, as well 

as the districting-zoning of this network. Examples of service stations can be among others post-boxes, cash points, vending machines, garbage containers and defibrillators. The 

questions we answer with this research are: a) what the locations of service stations should be such that to have the best coverage of the geographical area, b) what should be the 

districts that will accommodate these service stations, in order to facilitate maintenance/collection operations performed on a regular basis. These are hard problems to solve since 

they involve variegated socio-economic and geographical factors, while once such locations and districting decisions are finalized, it is very difficult to modify them. This research 

proposes mathematical models and optimisation methods that use new performance indicators to solve the large-scale location and districting problems

5
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28 Abdullah Qaban SMCSE

Microstructure of TWIP steel and Venus. The research work was carried out by the group of materials science and metallurgy. The image on the left side shows a micrograph of 

TWIP steel microstructure taken by an optical microscope in the laboratory. The appearance of this micrograph looks quite similar to Venus (the second closest planet to the sun in 

the solar system) which is shown in the image on the right side. Although the size of the microstructure and the planet seems to be similar in the image, it is interesting to know that 

the size of the TWIP steel microstructure is 200 million times smaller than the size of Venus. The microstructure has a diameter of 26 µm (which cannot be seen by the naked eye) 

while Venus has a diameter of 12,102 km. The other difference is the presence of small spots distributed in the microstructure which represent the carbides formed in the steel 

during casting.  

29 Atif Riaz SMCSE

Functional connectivity alterations in Attention Deficit Hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) Brain disorders constitute 13% of the global burden of disease exceeding both cancer and 

cardiovascular disease. In the UK, brain disorders affect approximately 45 million people, accounting for a cost of around £110 billion per annum. For many disorders clinical 

diagnosis is not well established. ADHD is one of the most common brain disorder affecting 5-10% of young children, contributing to lifetime impairment, poor quality of life and 

long-term burden on affected families. Like many other neurological disorders, the underlying mechanisms of ADHD are still unknown and its diagnosis is achieved based on physical 

observations. Our research explores machine learning algorithms to identify functional activity differences between ADHD and non-ADHD brain scans, using functional MRI data. 

These images show a representation of the 200 most significant differences. This research may help in understanding the underlying mechanisms in neurological disorders and 

provide a new method for early diagnosis.

30

Jose Solis-Lemus, Dr 

Constantino Carlos 

Reyes-Aldasoro

Department of 

Electrical and 

Electronic Engineering SMCSE

Image processing to understand immune cells interactions. Our biomedical image processing technique analyses the moving patterns of cells using Fluorescence Microscopy video 

sequences of macrophages, a type of white blood cell. The method involves detecting cells through time and identifying their interactions and moving

patterns. The image represents four different time frames where the path of two highlighted cells -outlined by our technique- is being tracked. The second frame from the left 

shows the cells at the moment of interaction, from which the two cells change their original path

significantly.

31 Dr Zhengzhong Sun

Department of 

Mechanical 

Engineering & 

Aeronautics SMCSE

Quantifying the invisible for high-speed aerodynamics: a big-date enabled schlieren methodology The picture is about the aerodynamic phenomenon of “shock wave boundary layer 

interaction” (SWBLI) taking place over a contoured bump at transonic flow regime. Understanding the SWBLI underpins the campaign of green aviation. Funding is recently granted 

by the EPSRC and the Royal Society to the aerodynamicists at City to generate enhanced understanding on SWBLI.
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32

Professor Joshua 

Solomon

Department of 

Optometry & Visual 

Science SHS

Ring modulation.   Contrast in the bottom halves of bright (top) dark (middle) and textured (bottom) annuli is modulated by increasing (from left to right) angular frequencies. This 

enhances visibility, compared to the top halves of each annulus, all of which have the same average contrast.

33

Edward Talboys, Dr 

Chetan Jagadeesh, 

Professor Christoph 

Bruecker,Julien 

Pollantru 

Department of 

Mechanical 

Engineering & 

Aeronautics SMCSE

Vortices enable the complex aerobatics of peregrine falcons The peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) is known for its extremely high speeds during hunting dives or stoop. The 

superior manoeuvrability of peregrine falcons during stoop is attributed to vortex-dominated flow promoted by their morphology. Here the M-shape configuration is shown and a 

form which is adopted by the bird towards the end of dive. Surface flow visualisations and dye visualisations have helped to unlock the aerodynamic secrets that the falcon uses to 

reach these phenomenal speeds whilst, crucially, still in control and able to quickly adapt in order to catch their prey. 

34 Deanna Taylor SHS

Measuring mobility anxiety in eye disease Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) causes central vision loss and is the most common cause of blindness in the developed world. 

My research in the Crabb Lab (@crabblab) involves the design and implementation of various computer-based tests which act as surrogates of everyday tasks in AMD. This 

particular study aimed to assess anxiety with different mobility situations. Participants were shown movie clips taken from the point of view of someone walking through real-world 

scenarios. We captured anxiety levels by measuring pressure on a button which participants were instructed to press during scenes which would cause anxiety or concern during 

their day-to-day lives. The test generates a trace which can be shown alongside the movies to estimate anxiety levels associated with specific situations. We hope that these results 

will help with management of AMD and other eye diseases in the future. 

35 Dr Giulia Faggio

Department of 

Economics SASS

The future is BIDS The image shows the expansion phases of the London Waterloo Business Improvement District (BID) between 2006 and 2016. It mirrors the expansion that the 

BID model for urban regeneration is currently experiencing at the national scale. Starting from seven pilot BIDs established in London between 2005 and 2006, the BID model has 

been extensively adopted across the UK. As of July 2017, there were about 273 active BIDs across the UK and the number keeps rising. Dr Giulia Faggio’s research aims at 

quantifying the potential direct and indirect effects of BID operations on businesses located within the BID area, focusing on crime reduction, street cleaning, air quality and event 

marketing.

Sources: the author’s geo-referencing and drawing of the BID areas using ArcGIS software. 

37 Dr Sotiris Georganas 

Reader in economics, dept of economics

SASS?

Driving to the Beat: Reputation vs Selection in the Taxi Market   Hiring a taxi has been a painful experience for millions of citizens in hundreds of cities worldwide. Taxi markets 

regulations hinder entry of new competitors, and choice on the street is very limited. Consequently, taxi drivers have scarcely felt the market pressures that make other 

professionals better. A fast, efficient and courteous service has accordingly not been the rule in taxi markets.

Mobile phone applications have upset the balance recently, empowering consumers and allowing good drivers to build careers. 

By having assistants take 600 rides in Athens, using three different taxi platforms, our project investigates the taxi market and answers three questions: do hailing apps offer a 

substantially better service? Answer: yes. Are apps just selecting the best drivers, or do they push drivers to excel, and reward them for doing so? Answer: the second. Should cities 

worldwide allow such apps, or should they ban them as regular cabs request? Answer: Definitely allow them.

38 Dr Ian Pace Department of Music SASS

CD Cover of Ian Pace floating, drifting  CD, Louth Contemporary Music Society.   

Designed by Reza Abedini. Photograph by Andérs Petersen.

This is the cover for a new album by Ian Pace (together with percussionist Simon Limbrick for one track), a practice-based output exploring new possibilities for forms of weightless 

and timeless pianism, much of it focused upon extremes of stasis and delicacy through five contrasting pieces, though also a special type of virtuosity in the work of Ligeti. The CD 

was recorded in Dundalk, Ireland, in June 2017, and released by Louth Contemporary Music Society on 6 April 2018. The CD is described by the society as ‘five transcendent 

luminous works that, through the remarkable piano playing of Ian Pace, achieve a strange, heightened beauty, precise and pristine in their execution, bright and alive at their heart’. 

Further details can be found at https://www.louthcms.org/recordings/floating-drifting/ . 
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39 Pace, Ian SASS

Score by Michael Spencer, typeset by Ian Pace. Michael Spencer, A Maze I(a)n (S)Pace (Space [G]race)) (2018).   

This is an image from the beginning of the score of a piano piece by Michael Spencer, Associate Professor of Composition at the University of Leeds, written for a collection to 

celebrate Ian Pace’s 50th birthday, featuring the type of maniacal virtuosity for which he is renowned, reinventing the pianist’s two hands as if they were three, to play multiple 

simultaneous but disjunct lines. It is a reflection of how he has worked extensively with a whole range of composers to research and develop new possibilities for the instrument, 

and devised strategies to make possible what has previously been deemed unplayable. The work was premiered by Ian Pace at City on Friday 20 April 2018.

40 Pace, Ian SASS

continuum simulacrum .    

Photographs by Patrícia Sucena de Almeida, in collaboration with T.art (Jorge Simões)/Chronospaper; film: Daniel Antero.

Continuum simulacrum is a series of 29 A5 printed photographs produced in response to a request from Ian Pace for an art exhibit to accompany his performance of Michael 

Finnissy’s five-and-a-half hour piano piece The History of Photography in Sound at the conference Bright Futures, Dark Pasts, on 19-20 January 2017. They were inspired by the 

central piece from the cycle (and Ian Pace’s recording of this), Seventeen Immortal Homosexual Poets, and text from Roland Barthes’ La chamber claire: Note sur la photographie, as 

examined in Pace’s monograph Michael Finnissy’s The History of Photography in Sound: A Study of Sources, Techniques and Interpretation. The photographs are ‘composed’ like a 

new musical work with a series of ‘sounding images’ organised in multiple parts. The attached photographs are a selection from these.

8
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41 Pace, Ian SASS

Ian Pace, performances of Patrícia Sucena de Almeida, Desperatio (Piano Piece No. 5) (2018), City, University of London, 20 April 2018, and Vacuum Corporis (Piano Piece No. 4) 

(2016), TRANSIT festival, Leuven, Belgium, 29 October 2016.    Ian Pace, performances of Patrícia Sucena de Almeida, Desperatio (Piano Piece No. 5) (2018), City, University of 

London, 20 April 2018, and Vacuum Corporis (Piano Piece No. 4) (2016), TRANSIT festival, Leuven, Belgium, 29 October 2016.

Photographs and musical composition by Patrícia Sucena de Almeida; film Daniel Antero; piano Ian Pace.

Desperatio (Piano Piece No. 5), for pianist with accompanying film, was written as part of a collection of short new piano pieces to celebrate Ian Pace’s 50th birthday, extending a 

thirteen-year collaboration between Pace and composer/photographic artist Patrícia Sucena de Almeida. It features a film together combined with piano writing exploring gesture 

as well as sound, involving the pianist making exaggerated hand gestures for some of the sounds, to be contrasted with more regular approaches to the instrument, as a form of 

experimental music-theatre building upon Ian Pace’s own distinctive choreographic approach to the piano. The images here are taken both from the film and from Ian Pace’s 

premiere performance on 20 April 2018. Vacuum Corporis (Piano Piece No. 4) is a piece for two pianos written for Pace and collaborator (and City graduate and student of Pace) Ben 

Smith, which was commissioned by the TRANSIT festival and premiered there on 29 October 2016. The images here are from a further film which accompanies the work. 

42 Pace, Ian SASS

Radio-controlled , Sunday Feature, BBC Radio 3.Photograph by Andrew Carter.

The role of radio in new music in post-war West Germany.   Radio-controlled was a special Sunday Feature for BBC Radio 3, produced by Andrew Carter and presented by Robert 

Worby, inspired by the research of Ian Pace into the role of radio in new music in post-war West Germany. Pace was the primary expert advisor for this programme and was 

interviewed at length for it, on issues concerning broadcasting from Nazi Germany through to the Cold War, and the role of the occupying powers in creating and steering 

contemporary music in the post-war world. The image shows Pace and Worby holding a 1930s Volksempfänger, a special type of radio receiver developed at the behest of Joseph 

Goebbels to make radio affordable to a wide German public, so it could be used for propaganda purpose, but which in the long term created a wide listenership which could then be 

used for other purposes after the end of the war. 
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